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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is the method that is used to check
whether the v ersion required for running the application
exists or not?
A. Zend_Version::compareVersion($version)
B. Zend_compareVersion($version)
C. $var = Zend_Version->compareVersion($version)
D. Zend_Version::VERSION
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Where are the themes saved for the SAP Fiori launchpad?
A. In the theme data center
B. In the theme repository
C. In the Ul theme designer tool
D. In the bootstrap
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. The P1 router is elected as the DIS on
the broadcast link. Assuming that all the configurations are
applied correctly, how many routers will establish IS-IS
neighborship with P1 router on this broadcast link?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
ã‚¯ãƒ©ã‚¦ãƒ‰vEdge
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A. low latency queue
B. weighted random early detection
C. priority queue
D. weighted round robin
Answer: D
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